This article discusses the responses to a number of recent court cases concerning the equal treatment of women and homosexuals amongst Dutch orthodox reformed in the semi-public sphere (e.g. political parties, schools). In doing so, this article applies and refines legal anthropological theories on the realization of rights in a context of cultural and religious diversity. It also specifically addresses the responses to court cases launched "from the outside" in the context of a western country with a tradition of code law. These cases have an adverse effect on discussions of equal treatment within the communities concerned.
I. INTROdUCTION
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(Staatkundig Gereformeerde Partij, Reformed Political Party), an orthodox reformed political party, to bar women from party membership and from holding political office. The NGOs believed that the Dutch government, in financing this political party, violated its obligations under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). 1 One of the orthodox women present during the court case later reflected upon the NGO-involvement as follows: "I really felt discriminated by those ladies who felt that they had to defend our rights as SGP-women. They cast us these pitying looks, as though we were Muslim fundamentalists walking ten meters behind their husbands. Honestly, we can fend for ourselves, and if we wouldn't agree we would vote differently." 2 In the summer of 2009 the same religious group came under discussion in relation to the dismissal of a homosexual teacher from a Christian school. 3 Once the teacher had decided that he would like to live together with his boyfriend, he and the school (which, like all schools in the Netherlands, is publicly funded) came to an agreement and communicated this to the parents. The letter was leaked to the press, which led to public outrage and questions in parliament. In response to these questions, and in a rare transgression of the Dutch understanding of the separation between state and church, the Minister of Education suggested that the Center for Culture and Leisure (COC), the country's main gay rights NGO and the only one to have the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) consultative status, may want to consider taking the case to the Equal Treatment Commission (ETC). The COC took up the challenge and filed an official complaint, even though the teacher concerned indicated that he was opposed to such a court case. 4 Both cases are examples of the implementation of international human rights law via court cases brought forward by actors outside of the orthodox reformed community through court cases. Taking a socio-legal vantage point, this article maps the responses to these cases within the highly atypical orthodox reformed community in the Netherlands. This article bases its analysis upon forty extensive interviews with orthodox reformed politicians, NGOs, church representatives, ordinary people, a media-analysis, and a survey filled in by nearly 6,000 respondents. 5 This article applies and refines theories on the vernacularization and localization of human rights within a context of legal pluralism in a code-law country. After discussing recent theories on the localization of human rights within a context of legal pluralism, this article introduces the orthodox reformed, which form about 1.5 percent of the Dutch population. 6 Subsequently, this article discusses the way in which NGOs sought to "realize rights" by means of a variety of court cases, and how these cases played out within the communities concerned.
II. HUMAN RIGHTS BROUGHT HOME
How do human rights take on meaning in a context of religious diversity and-in this case-in a longstanding democracy with Roman-Dutch legal roots? In considering this question the research draws on a number of bodies of theory.
First, there is the nascent field of human rights sociology that investigates the social meaning of rights within a particular context, as well as the dynamics by which human rights, often in largely unequal power relations, are brought home. 7 In tracking human rights between the global and the local, socio-legal scholars have straddled materialist and social constructivist approaches in pointing at the place of both institutions and patterns of communication in understanding the way in which rights talk potentially comes to play a role within a given domestic setting. 8 Here, particular attention is in a mass of qualitative information. The research focused both on the national and the local level-in this case, Middelburg and Katwijk, two municipalities with a large orthodox-protestant community. Finally, a large survey was held amongst the research population, with 5,898 respondents from the communities concerned who answered the questionnaire. These results were largely representative of the population concerned in terms of denomination, sex, age, and spread across the Netherlands (throughout the so-called " given to the way in which networks of local and international NGOs can set in motion the "boomerang" of human rights implementation, joining unequal forces in bringing about a "human rights spiral."
9
For all their efforts to address the "deafening silence about rights" sociologists and anthropologists still have to fully theorize a number of issues in rights implementation and internalization. For one, there is the difference between rights implementation by means of structural and policy reforms, as opposed to rights litigation. 10 The potential of rights litigation, as well as the disadvantages of framing social claims within the highly individualistic language of rights, have been discussed in classic works of legal sociology.
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Clearly, rights talk can function as "politics by other means," but such an approach also has its limitations.
12 What remains to be fully theorized on the basis of empirical research is the extent to which the response to rights implementation in a particular context is shaped by the way in which rights talk enters the scene: through the royal way of legislative and policy changes, legitimized by parliament, or via the backdoor of the judiciary.
The politics of enforcement of particular rights also merits more attention. Human rights are obviously not a monolithic mass of norms. There is a human rights jacket to be found for virtually every social claim, be it of a political, social, economic, or cultural nature. Similarly, every discussion on the realization of rights can be understood as being about the tension between particular rights and their prioritization. For instance, the cases described below essentially concern a clash between the right to equal treatment and the freedoms of association, religion, and education-all of which are extensively protected within the International Bill of Rights and an array of international and regional human rights treaties. It is the politics of rights prioritization, shaped by unequal power differentials, discursive practices, NGO activity, and receptivity towards a particular right in a given domestic context that merits more attention. A final relative lacuna lies in the singular focus in the sociology and anthropology of rights upon either developing countries or, more recently, the Anglo-Saxon countries with a common law background. For all the differences between the countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin-America that recently have yielded fascinating studies on rights implementation, there are a number of characteristics that bind them: they often concern weak states, or states that have recently made the transition from authoritarianism to democracy with particular consequences for the position of civil society and the hopes read into rights talk, in which customary law or indigenous rights discourse is juxtaposed towards the formal state law.
14 Another relatively sturdy body of research on rights talk and its social consequences concerns the Anglo-Saxon countries with their particular legacy of judge-made law and an activist judiciary. Building upon Scheingold's The Politics of Rights, numerous studies have commented upon the regulative and communicative capacities of rights talk in the United States. 15 Over recent years, the implementation of the Human Rights Act in the United Kingdom and the underlying desire to bring human rights home has given rise to a number of socio-legal studies emphasizing, amongst others, the perils in the perception of rights talk as alien, as enforced in Europe. 16 The implementation of human rights within systems of code law, which often take a monist approach towards human rights implementation and treat human rights as a part of the domestic legal order once treaties have been ratified and publicized, has received less attention. Halliday and Schmit provide a rare focus on these countries and hypothesize that "[i]t may be that mature domestic systems have a strong overall capacity for internationalisation of international norms-especially . . . because these norms were first exported by these states to the nascent international order-but that in practice we find ambivalence or antagonism over human rights in mature states." 17 Banakar, looking into the implementation of equal treatment legislation in Sweden, stresses how legal culture and legal consciousness play a role in determining which rights acquire more social meaning than others. 18 Mertus comes to similar findings in discussing the domestic impact of the widely acclaimed Danish Human Rights Institute and describes how rights talk had to be repacked within the more familiar discourse of equality and diversity in order to be effective. 19 Clearly, even in mature democracies, human "rights are not gifts: they are won through concerted collective action arising from both a vibrant civil society and public subsidy." 20 Also, just like elsewhere in the world, "the impact of international standards is likely to be uneven and sporadic," with the institutional make-up, legal consciousness, and civil society all playing a role in establishing which rights come to matter more than others.
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III. LEGAL PLURALISM ANd RIGHTS REALIzATION
In assessing the response to this particular form of rights realization by NGOs via the courts, to emphasize equality within the strongly homogeneous orthodox reformed community in the Netherlands, it is useful to draw from the theoretical toolkit developed by legal sociology in general and global legal pluralism in particular.
Theoretically speaking, what could implementation of equal treatment legislation do? Here, one has to tread very carefully. The relationship between legal standards and legal consciousness, between prescription, attitudes, and actions, is far from clear. 22 Law may be able to serve as an instrument of social change, but these effects are never linear or evident. This is all the more so when it concerns communicative legislation geared towards changing legal consciousness, as is the case with equal treatment legislation.
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Law has a constitutive force; it gives meaning to social situations, creates identities, and can have direct or indirect, desired or undesired effects that merit scrutiny, even if they can never be isolated as such. Legal pluralism is best characterized by its commitment towards understanding the relationship between religious and cultural communities with normative frameworks that diverge from the wider social matrix, as well as its ambivalence towards the essentialism that creeps in with these terms and juxtapositions. 25 Over the years, the emphasis has been put on the mutually constitutive nature of legal orders and the vital importance of globalization in processes of reasserting and redefining the local and the traditional. 26 Nevertheless, the concern remains the same: the way in which law and other norms come to play in a given local setting, shaping both social struggles and the modes of resistance.
In a seminal work on the localization of human rights in the field of domestic violence, Merry points at the importance of the vernacularization of rights, as well as at the role of translators in this process. 27 Rights talk stands a larger chance of acquiring social meaning once it is translated into the "vernacular," and comes to resonate with local understandings. 28 Similarly, translators, like local NGOs or community leaders, play a pivotal role in translating local understandings to the wider world and introducing rights talk in such a manner that it does realize its potential of challenging "existing social relations and power structures." 29 Theoretically, as well as highly schematically, it is against this background that a number of individual and community responses to the implementation of a particular human right can be distinguished (See Table 1 .1). One would be a rigidified isolation. In this case this would mean that a norm derived from the Bible is adhered to even more strongly, and that the community opts to increasingly withdraw from the public sphere. In an alternative response, labeled preaching in the context of this research, alternatively, the community (or the individual) sticks to the norm in question, but opts to convince the wider public of the stance taken. In the two opposite scenarios, the community norm is somehow brought in line with the norms underlying the right in question. This either takes place in dialogue with wider society, or in a process of internal wrestling. Human rights sociology and anthropology offer a few pointers on what factors could contribute to the type of responses. Factors such as the vernacularization of rights talk, the existence of locally grounded organizations and institutions acting as translators, the importance attached to the community norm, the degree to which the community norm is already under discussion, the tone of the discussion on rights realization, the legitimacy of the institutions associated with rights implementation, and the existence of sanctions in cases of non-adherence could all play a role. After presenting some brief background on the orthodox reformed, their particular place within Dutch society, and the court cases concerned, this article will assess the responses to the cases within the communities concerned, as well as the factors that contributed towards them.
IV. THE ORTHOdOx REfORMEd
The approximately 250,000 (among an overall population of 16 million) orthodox reformed in the Netherlands straddle a variety of orthodox protestant denominations which, for all their differences, share a number of characteristics which legitimizes the usage of the contentious term "community" in referring to the people who visit these churches: the strict adherence to the Bible in the seventeenth century translation, the segregation from the wider social matrix in the Netherlands, the way in which the reformed conceive of themselves as by-passers of Earth, and the consequences drawn from this insight.
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Fundamentalist in the most literal sense of the world-and often derisively dubbed "Taliban on clogs"-the orthodox reformed base their lives squarely and solely upon the Bible, according to its State Translation of 1637 commissioned by the Dordt Synod of 1618-1619.
32 "To us, the Bible is true, from cover to cover," as one respondent stated empathically. 33 The emphasis lies on an existential experience of faith. 34 In living on the basis of the Bible, the orthodox reformed draw from Three Principles of Unity: The Netherlands Declaration of Faith, the Heidelberg Catechism, and the Canons of Dordt. Both the position on women holding political office and the rejection of gay rights are derived directly from these readings. 35 The orthodox reformed attend church twice each Sunday wearing neat and often dark clothing; girls and women wear skirts and hats. 36 Marriage is an especially important part of life. 37 Families are often large and tight-knit, and most of the women are housewives. 38 The news is derived from the Reformed Daily and increasingly special reformed websites, and watching television is frowned upon. 39 The majority of the orthodox reformed vote for the SGP, the oldest Dutch political party in existence, which occupies two out of the 150 seats in parliament.
One of the reasons for the relative homogeneity of the group lies in the Dutch institutional history of pillarization. 40 In this particular manner of structuring society, several ideologies are placed next to, but apart from, each other. In early twentieth century Dutch society, Protestant, Catholic, Socialist, and perhaps Liberal pillars formed the distinct foundation of political life. Each pillar had its own schools, newspapers, and labor unions, which allowed members of each pillar to lead their lives in virtual segregation. While the 1960s secularization also led to depillarization, it could well be argued that the orthodox reformed still live in one of the pillars that characterized political life in the sixties. For one, they occupy a distinct space in the Netherlands: within the Bible belt that runs from the southwestern tip of the country to the central east many villages are predominantly orthodox, effectively closing down on Sundays. 41 Apart from the churches, the special state-funded orthodox protestant schools play a special role in the socialization into the orthodox reformed mode of thought.
42 "All you can hope is that their education and upbringing strengthens their faith in such a manner that they stick to it in confrontation with those holding other views." 43 As a final defining feature, the way in which the orthodox reformed position themselves in society is shaped by the belief that they are not only citizens of this world, but primarily of the Land of Promise. Whilst the former citizenship is temporary, the latter is not: life on Earth is but a journey to their eternal home. The reformed argue that they are "in this world, but not of this world." 44 between orthodox reformed and the rest of society and results in either active or passive engagement within it: preaching or isolation. 45 Changes in society often dictate which of these scenarios prevails.
In recent years, social changes have increased a sense of isolation amongst the orthodox reformed. In spite of their own understanding of being alien to this world, this group of people often feels discriminated against, marginalized, misunderstood, and restricted in their freedoms. 46 There is a general sense that the debate on Christianity in society at large has become increasingly discriminatory. To this particular group, the Dutch notion of tolerance has become rather one-sided: "It is bitter to conclude that those people in the Netherlands who considers themselves to be so tolerant become so intolerant towards others," says one respondent, while another notes that "our society has become egocentric and anti-GOD. Everyone can say what he or she wants but it is not accepted if you adopt the Bible as a central guideline."
47 Amongst the respondents, 53 percent strongly agrees with the statement that there is less tolerance towards the Christian way of life, whilst 34 percent agrees.
The explanation for this sense of marginalization lies in a number of tidal waves that have swept through Dutch society, both in the past decades and in more recent years. For one, there is secularization: whereas the orthodox protestant position on the place of women and homosexuality was relatively mainstream half a century ago, the Netherlands have undergone one of the strongest currents of secularization in the whole of Europe, leaving only a minority of the Dutch to visit church regularly or to be familiar with the contents of the Bible. 48 This has been combined with a relatively strong emancipation of both women and homosexuals. 49 For instance, where it concerns acceptance of homosexuality the Dutch rank amongst the most tolerant people in Europe; a legal consciousness translated into legislation 45 on, amongst others, gay marriages. 50 A more recent, but just as drastic shift contributing to the sense of isolation lies in the consequences of the end of multiculturalism. 51 The repercussions of the 9/11 attacks and the subsequent murders upon the right-wing politician Pim Fortuyn in 2002 by a fundamentalist environmentalist, and Theo van Gogh in 2005 by a young Muslim, created an atmosphere conducive to a rapid change in policies emphasizing assimilationist citizenship instead of the tolerance towards difference that long characterized Dutch citizenship policies. Whilst explicitly directed towards the immigrant population, 52 the orthodox reformed felt the repercussions of this increased emphasis on accepting "Dutch" values like equal treatment: "accepting homosexuality has become a marker of western society as opposed to the Islam. If you want to be in favour of Dutch identity and of western values you have to be in favour of homosexuality."
53 As always, globalization also plays a role, for instance in explaining the emphasis on international human rights in general. The Netherlands ranks amongst the champions of rights realization worldwide, having turned human rights into the cornerstones of its foreign policy. 54 Within the human rights strategy, LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender) rights occupy a central position, with Dutch ambassadors worldwide paying particular attention to the rights of homosexuals, and the Netherlands on the forefront of the adoption of a UN declaration on the decriminalization of homosexual acts in 2008. 55 The critique on the position of women within the SGP, voiced in CEDAW sessions and during the 2008 Universal Periodic Review (UPR), was perceived as an embarrassment by various foreign affairs officials and an impediment to the country's ability to defend human rights worldwide. 56 As the SGP 
V. THE COURT CASES
Even if the vehemence of the implementation of equality legislation can only be understood in reference to the large-scale changes in Dutch society set out above, the roots of the laws themselves can, at least partly, be traced back to international human rights law. Article 1 of the Dutch Constitution, the Equality clause, was incorporated in 1983 with the Dutch accession to CEDAW, and other international human rights treaties. The Dutch Equal Treatment Commission was set up-at least partly-in response to a condition laid down in a European Union (EU) Equal Treatment Directive. 58 The discussion on the extent to which state-funded schools of religious denomination are allowed to discriminate on the grounds of sexual orientation is shaped by the same directive. The following cases concerning discrimination in orthodox protestant communities-concerning women and homosexuals-will briefly be discussed.
A. Women's Political Participation
Concerning the position of women, the SGP stance has been the subject of a number of court cases that have yet to be decided. The SGP bar on women participating in politics has deep historical roots; one of the main reasons for the founding of the party in 1918 lies in the protest against the fact that the main reformed party of the day, the ARP (Anti-Revolutionary Party) accepted universal suffrage. In contrast, the SGP turned the strict division of roles between men and women into a core feature of its identity, basing itself on, for instance, 1 Corinthians 14:34, "Let your women keep silence in the churches: for it is not permitted to them to speak; but they are commanded to be under obedience as also said the law." 59 The exact implication of this verse, as well as other biblical phrases on political participation by women, has been heatedly debated in the party since its inception. Up to the 1980s, the central issue was whether women should have voting rights at all. In practice, women voted SGP right from the start, with many party leaders arguing that this was necessary in order to achieve the party's objectives (which included founding a theocracy). This issue became problematic upon the adoption of the equality clause in the Dutch Constitution in 1983 and the country's accession to CEDAW. 60 The discussion was finalized by adding a phrase to the SGP foundational document in 1989 stating that "[i]deas on women's suffrage, which result from the revolutionary emancipatory movement, go against the calling of the women. This applies to taking up political positions, both representative and more organizational. A woman can, on the basis of her own conscience, decide if she can vote in taking into account the place given to her by the Lord." States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in the political and public life of the country and, in particular, shall ensure to women, on equal terms with men, the right: (a) To vote in all elections and public referenda and to be eligible for election to all publicly elected bodies. 62 By the end of the 1990s, a number of Dutch human rights NGOs drew the CEDAW Committee's attention to this discrimination of a particular group of Dutch women, which resulted in criticism on reticence of the Dutch government in this matter. 63 While there had been a number of failed attempts by SGP-women to address the party's discriminatory practices, it was a group of ten human rights NGOs in a rare case of human rights litigation that brought the matter to court around 2000. In the initial torts case, the NGOs demanded that in the interest of all Dutch women the Netherlands take action against the SGP.
64 The lower court agreed with the women, giving more weight to Article 7 of CEDAW and to the principle of non-discrimination, than to the freedom of association or the freedom of religion. One of the measures to be taken, the court added, could be putting a stop to the state subsidy to the party. 65 The state did withhold subsidy in 2005, a fact that instigated the SGP to change its statutes to allow for women's membership. 66 Nevertheless, the prohibition of standing for office remained and led to two appellate cases with vastly different outcomes. The SGP lodged an administrative appeal against the withholding of state subsidy with the Council of State, which in 2007 ruled in favor of the party. 67 In weighing the fundamental rights at stake, the administrative court argued that the right to political participation, even by a party which holds ideas that strongly diverge from majority standpoints, is more important than the violation of the principle of non-discrimination. The subsidy-decision was, therefore, overturned.
In a rather confusing conjunction, the civil court of appeal ruled in the same month, stating that the Dutch state should take measures against the SGP. In allowing the SGP to continue its discriminatory practices, the court stated, the state committed a wrong against the women represented by the NGOs. The civil court also clearly saw a tension between different rights, but argued that in this case, the right to equality was violated in its essence, and the freedom of religion is only in one of its outer shells. 68 The highest remedy in the Netherlands was exhausted in April 2010, when the Supreme Court ruled on the matter. 69 It stated that the interested parties did have ius standi, even if the women directly concerned might be opposed to the litigation. It also largely followed the civil court's ruling, stating that Article 7 of CEDAW has direct application and thus obliges the government to take effective measures for the realization of passive voting rights of the women concerned. In balancing the fundamental rights at stake, the Supreme Court held that the prohibition of discrimination weighs more than the religious freedoms and the freedom of association concerned. The ruling was front-page news in the Netherlands, vehemently debated in and outside of the reformed community, and dubbed 'The matter to the European Court of Human Rights. 71 One of the reasons given was the difference between the highest administrative ruling-in which pluralism and the right to political participation prevailed-and the decision in the civil case, which emphasized non-discrimination over the other fundamental rights. The legal discussion will thus be continued in Strasbourg.
B. The Homosexual Teacher
Another legal discussion that affects the reformed community concerns the barring of homosexual teachers from teaching in reformed schools. This debate was held following the agreement reached between a homosexual teacher and the school leadership in Emst, which lead to the threat of an Equal Treatment case by the COC. 72 Theoretically, however, the case of "the homosexual teacher" has been emblematic since the adoption of the Dutch Equal Treatment Act in 1993. It was brought up as an example in parliamentary discussions on this legislation. During these discussions religious parties demanded a balance between the equal treatment legislation and the freedoms of religion and education. This materialized via the inclusion of what has become known as the "single-fact-construction," the enkele-feit constructie. In Article 5(2)c of the Equal Treatment Act (ETA) this legal construct protects the freedom of religious schools to set requirements "concerning the fulfillment of a particular function that, given the aim of the institution, are necessary for the realization of its foundation." These requirements, however, may not amount to discrimination on the basis of the single fact (emphasis added) of political affiliation, race, sex, nationality, heterosexual or homosexual orientation, or marital status. 73 While the SGP leadership still considers the adoption of the ETA (in the same year as legislation on euthanasia) amongst its darkest hours, it hardly led to a clamping down on religious schools and their recruitment procedures in the first fifteen years of its existence. 74 The Commission on Equal Treatment, which cannot issue binding rulings, did however rule on 71 the topic a number of times. In 1999, the Commission on Equal Treatment (CET) heard a case of a homosexual who had not even been invited for a job interview and ruled that this amounted to discrimination on the basis of the single fact of sexual orientation. 75 In 2007, a newspaper article on an Evangelical School stating that "you will not find homosexual teachers here" caused the Amsterdam anti-discrimination bureau to take the issue to the CET which recommended that the school adapt its policies.
The May 2009 Emst case received a great deal of attention from the press and was vehemently discussed in parliament. It led the Cabinet to promise a review of the ETA in the light of the EU directive, and without derogating upon both the principle of non-discrimination and the freedom of religion and education enshrined in Article 5(2)c. 76 In 2010, a bill seeking to strike the confusing provisions on the prohibition of discrimination on the basis of the single fact of sexual orientation was put to parliament. 77 It also came at a time in which the issue of homosexuality was slowly coming to be discussed within the orthodox reformed community, largely as a result of the efforts of a number of Reformed gay rights NGOs, which in turn received support from the government. 78 The organizations, namely RefoAnders (Refodifferent), Contrario, and Different have done a great deal to open up the discussion on homosexuality, for instance via Internet forums. Whereas the topic was deemed to be a "total taboo" within these circles, leading to widespread psychological distress and a heightened number of suicides, church leaders and social welfare institutions have begun to discuss the implications of being an orthodox Christian with homosexual feelings. From the mainstream gay rights perspective, however, there is a major catch: while homosexual feelings are increasingly accepted, the homosexual practice (praxis) is rejected on biblical grounds. "As a Christian, my identity is based on my relationship with the Lord; my homosexual feelings only come second," as one NGO-leader states.
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This position is similar to the one adopted by the Association for Reformed Education (VGS). In a policy document formulated after intense consultations with teachers, social workers, lawyers, theologists, and "those concerned" the association stated that: The Bible teaches us that homosexuality is not compatible with sexuality as meant by the Lord, and should be considered a form of brokenness. This does not mean that there is no place in our schools for staff or pupils with a homosexual orientation: we ask of people to commit to both Biblical teachings and life. The nature and the orientation of people can never be reason for differentiation. We all have a sinful nature, be it of hetero-or homosexual orientation. . . . This makes it the school's duty to through the grace of the Lord combat sinful desires and with the Lord's help opt for a life without a homosexual relationship. 80 While this position led to the "concern" of the responsible minister and a letter to all the schools concerned, it did reflect legal consciousness amongst the orthodox reformed. 81 Out of the respondents, a mere 4 percent fully accepts homosexuality, a virtual opposite of the perceptions within Dutch society at large; 82 26 percent does accept homosexual feelings, but rejects relationships, while 67 percent generally indicates to have difficulties with homosexuality. "I reject homosexual praxis. But I do treat gay people respectfully-I will approach them in a friendly and understanding manner based upon my biblical belief." "I must point out an important misconception to the Dutch population. Rejecting homosexuality is not something thought of by human beings. We believe in the Lord, and if he rejects this, than how can we accept it?"
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VI. RESPONSES TO THE COURT CASES: A VIEW fROM WITHIN
In mapping responses to the court cases, it is important to include both the way in which the cases were perceived within the orthodox reformed community and the actual responses ascribed to them. The following sections will briefly look at the way in which the emphasis on equal treatment in the courtroom and governmental policies played into and fuelled discussions within the communities concerned.
A. Political Representation of Women: Not that Crucial of an Issue
The SGP cases were followed closely in the media by most respondents, with 71 percent discussing them with their families. 84 The majority of the people interviewed disagreed both with the contents of the cases and with the fact that they were lodged at all. 85 Amongst the SGP-voters 36 percent would like women to occupy political positions, whereas 64 percent is opposed to increased political participation.
86 Strikingly, there is hardly any difference between men and women, with the women stating, for instance, "I really do not understand these NGOs. They are interfering with something that's a bridge too far for them. As a woman I am free to vote what I want, am I not? Isn't that emancipation?" 87 It is important to not only note the differences between SGP voters, but also between electoral districts. For instance, while the district of Middelburg was in favor of women holding office, the neighboring Arnemuiden was vehemently opposed to it. In the fishing village of Katwijk party members were generally more liberal, with one elderman explaining: "We really have a people's church here with a more open mindset. After all, women have been in charge here all along, as all the men were out at sea."
88 As early as 1983 women were allowed to become party members in The Hague electoral district and later on in Schoonhoven and Groningen as well. One member of the The Hague electoral district, Riet Grabijn-Van Putten, played an important role in instigating the discussion within the party. In the 1980s, she threatened to take the party to court if she would not receive voting rights for a party assembly. 89 Her motivation was the following: "I will forego my membership of the SGP if anyone can prove to me that the Bible prohibits party membership for women. Any other arguments are irrelevant to me." 90 In 2001 Mrs. Grabijn brought her case to the ETC, which declared the case inadmissible since this fell outside the scope of its mandate.
91 While approached by the NGO-coalition on numerous occasions, she did not want to become a party in the cases that did make it to court. 92 It is striking that most respondents do not consider this issue to be of a highly principled nature, but rather consider it a matter of identity and subject to change in the future. In the words of parliamentary leader Van der Vlies: "I will keep resisting passive voting rights until the party changes [t] his is an fundamental issue since it is based on the order of creation, but the Bible is not completely clear on this, and that is why it is best to leave it to people's conscience. Although it is an essential issue for our party and can only be changed with a two-third majority, it is not one of our foundational principles." 94 Even if the issue itself is not considered to be fundamental, there is a great deal of irritation with the tone of the discussion. This transpires from the following graphs: SGP voters felt that the discussion is an internal matter that merely needs time: "Never disturb a hatching chicken." 95 In turning to the responses to the cases within the communities it is important to restate the caveat made before, that it is virtually impossible to isolate the effects of the court cases from those resulting from the wider trends like secularization and emancipation. Nevertheless, a number of responses can be related directly to the court cases.
For one, there was the decision taken in 2006 to open up party membership to women, taken directly after the state-heading to the decision in the district court-had announced to stop the €800,000 yearly subsidy to the SGP. While the stop on the subsidy was overturned on appeal, party membership has remained open to women. However, over the past years only 158 women have made use of this possibility, 0.6 percent of the total membership. 96 In addition, the court cases clearly led to intensification of the discussion on the topic within the community. One observer noted: "The effect has been that we started thinking more about what our position is based on: the Bible, tradition or culture."
97 Party leader Van der Vlies states that "Because of the stop of funding, this process has been accelerated, since it is crucial to come to a decision quickly. Court cases and rulings have intensified this, but they have worked counterproductively as well. The discussion did become less careful." 98 A final effect, at the individual level, lies with those orthodox reformed people who indicate that they have revised their opinion on these issues over the past years. Their views are set out in Table 1 In assessing the factors that impact rights realization and particular social responses, it is interesting to observe which institutions the 15 percent of respondents who report a change in position is ascribed to.
What is striking here is that those orthodox reformed who came to adopt a more liberal stance ascribe this to the Christian newspapers, discussions in church, and discussions with people close to them. The qualitative interviews brought insight in the extent to which this largely took place on the basis of biblical arguments. As a teacher from the Reformed Wartburg High School states, "Women occupying public positions in the Old Testament, like Mirjam, Hulda, Queen Esther and Deborah were never held back." 99 Also, the fact that churches of the same denomination in the US did allow women to run for office were reasons for a change of mind.
Conversely, if people attribute an effect to the court cases, this lies in the field of rigidification. Out of the limited group of respondents that attributes change in position to the court cases, 94 percent is more negative on women's voting rights, making statements, such as "the SGP was a little too conservative for me in the past, but these case have made me reconsider The final indirect and undesired social effect lies in the increased sense of marginalization described above. As the SGP leader in parliament put it in his yearly address, "The ultimate question that we put to the society, is whether our pluriform society allows space for those minorities that hold convictions that deviate from the common norm."
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B. Homosexuality: Tentative Openings
In considering recent discussions on homosexuality amongst orthodox reformed, the same irritation at "outside interference in internal matters" transpires as in the case of the SGP women. For instance, 68 percent of those interviewed perceives the tone of the debate on homosexuality in religious schools to be disrespectful. 103 "The tone of the discussion is extremely respectless, and seems to move towards total equality. I get the impression that certain cultures simply have to go, and certain attitudes towards homosexuality have to be enforced." 104 Nevertheless, the court cases in combination with government policies and NGO activity have yielded a number of responses. For one, the openness on these issues within orthodox reformed communities has strongly increased: not only does 26 percent of the respondents indicate that they have come to accept homosexual feelings more over the past five years, a staggering 73 percent indicates seeing more acceptance of homosexual feelings around them than five years ago.
105 "In the past weeks the Reformed Church in the village organized four sessions on homosexuality with a representative from Different; this would have been unthinkable a few years ago." 106 "What we do with people with homosexual feelings is try to support them within the Church, because they have such a difficult time." 107 Out of the orthodox reformed, which now speak out on homosexuality, the RefoAnders chairs estimates that one third stays "within the Church"-struggling with the feelings and keeping the practice at bay, whilst two thirds joins a more liberal church or stops going to church altogether. In looking at the factors to which people attribute the shift in legal consciousness on these issues, a picture similar to the one painted before emerges.
C. Have Your Viewpoints on Homosexuality Changed Over the Past five
Years?
108. Id. 109. Id. Again, the main reason for increased (partial) acceptance of homosexuality lies with the institutions close by, family members and friends who turn out to be gay, and the discussions in church and in the Christian newspapers.
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Full acceptance seems much more difficult; many respondents indicate how the Bible, for instance, Leviticus 20:13, is very explicit in its denunciation of homosexuality.
The court cases seem to have an adverse effect. As one politician put it:
We need time to evaluate, to let all this sink in. Why force this upon us? Give minorities some time to follow, who knows what things will be like two generations from now. What we have these days is a secular dictatorship that demands all groups to open up completely. This is really a bad thing: either everything will fall apart or we will end up with an isolated Amish type of culture: this is the split I see occurring.
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An NGO leader also pointed at the perils of the COC´s "politics by other means," "[t]his organization posits itself as a defendant of the position of a teacher with the reformed schools. I fear that the effect will be adverse, because the COC has a very bad name in these circles. Before you know it people will entrench themselves theologically once again."
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VII. CONCLUSION
On the one hand, this study affirms some of the staple statements in the anthropology of rights, including the fact that orthodox reformed are more willing to adopt a dialogical position towards equal treatment legislation once arguments are framed in the vernacular of the Bible is amongst them. Also affirmed is the crucial role of "local" NGOs, absent in the discussion on women's rights but very present in the debate on homosexuality, thus allowing for a very careful discussion of these themes within the Biblical frame of reference. Similarly, those orthodox reformed who changed their position on the matters discussed attributed this to the institutions close to them: friends and family, the Christian newspapers, and the churches. On the other hand, this case study points at some of the perils in implementing rights via court cases, particularly if these do not have support within the community concerned. Here the majority of the Protestants who adopted a more conservative viewpoint on the position of women attributed this to the court cases "lodged from the outside." Community members working carefully towards acceptance of homosexual feelings also feared that the cases would damage the openings created.
Finally, this study allows for a few tentative conclusions on rights implementation within civil law countries. It could well be that adopting rights talk as "politics by other means" runs into particular problems within these countries, with their emphasis on code law and legislative change. Also, the 
